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The role of covalency in enhancing stability
of Eu and Am complexes: a DFT comparison
of BTP and BTPhen†

Izaak Fryer-Kanssen,a Thomas Malcomson, *b Jonathan Austinc and
Andrew Kerridge *a

We compare the stabilities and bonding nature of [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ complexes to those

previously reported for [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+, and investigate whether more accurately reflecting the reaction

conditions of the separation process by considering [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes instead of

aquo complexes increases the selectivity of the separation ligands BTP and BTPhen for Am over Eu. The

geometric and electronic structures of [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ and [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4)

have been evaluated using density functional theory (DFT) and used as the basis for analysis of the

electron density through the application of the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM).

Increased covalent bond character for the Am complexes of BTPhen over Eu analogues was found, with

this increase more pronounced than that found in BTP complexes. BHLYP-derived exchange reaction

energies were evaluated using the hydrated nitrates as a reference and a favourability for actinide

complexation by both BTP and BTPhen was found, with the BTPhen ligand found to be more selective,

with relative stability E0.17 eV greater than BTP.

1 Introduction

The processing of spent nuclear fuel has been an area of great
focus since the inception of nuclear energy. While initial
processing had militaristic aims, focus has shifted in later
decades to minimising the environmental impact of spent
nuclear fuel storage and maximising fuel resources. This focus
remains today, with particular regard to the development of
next-generation nuclear reactors. PUREX (Plutonium Uranium
Redox EXtraction) remains the process by which uranium and
plutonium is recovered from spent fuel, producing a raffinate
which contains lanthanides (Ln) and the minor actinides
(MA, typically considered to comprise Np, Am, Cm), the latter
of which are responsible for most of the residual radioactivity.
Removal of these minor actinides can reduce the radiotoxicity of
the eventual waste product derived from PUREX raffinate, redu-
cing the environmental impact of any subsequent geological

disposal. The challenge, however, lies in the separation of the
minor actinides from the lanthanides, the chemistry of the latter
strongly resembling that of AmIII and CmIII.

Despite this challenge, which is further exacerbated by the
requirement that any process must stand up to highly acidic
conditions with significant radioactivity, several ligands for
Am/Eu separation have been identified and successfully tested,
such as the N-donor ligand ‘trio’ developed for the European
Selective ActiNide EXtraction (SANEX) process: the bis-triazinyl-
pyridines (BTPs, 1), a family of ligands with high AmIII/EuIII

separation factors, with the drawback of problematic stripping
of the ligands due to their strong binding with the actinide;1–6

bis-triazinylbipyridines (BTBPs, 2), which show good selectivity
and increased back-extraction capability in comparison to the
BTPs, with the drawback of slow kinetics without the use of a
phase-transfer agent;4–7 and the bis-triazinylphenanthrolines
(BTPhens, 3), which have much faster reaction kinetics than
the BTBPs, owing to the cis-locked nature of the 1,10-phen-
anthroline moiety which replaces the 2,2,-bipyridine of the
BTBPs, as well as high selectivity and efficiency (Fig. 1).6,8,9

The tridentate BTP ligand forms symmetrical 3 : 1 ligand :
metal complexes with the Ln/An centre with an overall charge
of 3+. The existing literature shows that a wide range of
computational and analytical methods have been used to
investigate the differences in structure between selected LnIII

and AnIII complexes. A combined effort of electrospray mass
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spectroscopy,11,12 time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence spectro-
scopy (TRLFS),13–19 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
(EXAFS)13,16,20–24 with complementary DFT studies16,21,25,26

have probed the structure of [Ln/An(BTP)n]3+ (n = 1–3), with a
general focus on the complexes of Ln = Eu, Gd and An = U–Cm
due to their relevance to the separation process. A trend of
decreasing metal–ligand bond length with decreasing LnIII

ionic radius was observed spectroscopically across the
lanthanides,13,16,20–24 in contrast to the bond lengths of the
actinide complexes, which were observed to be largely indepen-
dent of AnIII ionic radius.13,21,27,28

Additionally, there are many examples of computational
investigations into the selective binding of these ligands, both
for the BTP ligand and other nitrogen donor ligands, such as
BTBP (6,60-bis(1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)-2,2 0-bipyridine) and BTPhen
(2,9-bis(1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)-1,10-phenanthroline).26,29–41 Focal to
many of these studies are the differences in energies of the LnIII

and AnIII complexes. Despite the large separation factors
exhibited by these ligands, these energetic differences amount
to only hundredths to tenths of an electronvolt;31,32,34,38 for
instance, Lan et al.31–33 report that for the reaction M(NO3)3

(H2O)4 + L - M(L)(NO3)3 + 4H2O, (L = BTBPs) the formation of
M(L)(NO3)3 is favoured energetically when M = Am compared to
M = Eu by 0.13 eV in the DFT-calculated Gibbs free energy for
L = BTBP and 0.07 eV for L = CyMe4-BTBP, obtained using the
B3LYP xc-functional.31 For BTP, Trumm et al.34 report the
formation of the Cm complex to be 2.3 kcal mol�1 (E0.1 eV)
more favourable than Gd in the gas-phase, calculated at the
MP2 level on DFT structures optimised using the BHLYP
xc-functional.

The high AmIII/EuIII separation factors exhibited by these
three families of ligands is thought to be due to an enhanced
covalent interaction in the actinides due to the increased radial
extent, and hence chemical availability, of the 5f orbitals,
compared to the more core-like 4f orbitals of the lanthanides.
In support of this, recent studies have shown growing evi-
dence of correlations between covalent bond character and

bond stability.10,42–45 Our previous work employing Bader’s
quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)46 applied to
density functional theory (DFT) derived electron densities
has demonstrated an increase in the covalent character of
the metal–ligand bonds of [An(H2O)9]3+ and [An(BTP)3 ]3+

complexes (An = Am, Cm) compared to their Ln analogues
(Ln = Eu, Gd), which was more pronounced in the BTP com-
plexes than in the aquo complexes.10 Additionally, [An(H2O)9]3+

+ [Ln(BTP)3]3+ - [Ln(H2O)9]3+ + [An(BTP)3]3+ exchange reaction
energies were shown to favour An complexation by BTP for the
Eu 2 Am and Gd 2 Cm reactions. Together, this selectivity of
the BTP ligand and increase in covalent bonding character for
Am over Eu and Cm over Gd implies a small but significant
electronic contribution to An–BTP bond stability and the
selectivity found experimentally.

Here, we present the results of DFT-based quantum chemical
simulations and subsequent QTAIM analysis of [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2-
(NO3)]2+, in order to provide insight into the origin of the
experimentally observed selectivity of the BTPhen ligand for
the actinide through the evaluation of exchange reaction ener-
gies and the quantification of covalent character in equivalent
Am–N and Eu–N bonds. We continue to present an analysis
into the stability of [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+ complexes relative to the
corresponding nitrate complexes.

Additionally, we investigate whether the properties of the
[Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ are greater in magnitude than those
previously reported for the BTP ligand.10 We also present
the results of the same simulation and analysis applied to the
[Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes, in an effort to better
replicate the conditions of the separation process.

2 Methods

All calculations were performed using version 6.6 of the
TURBOMOLE quantum chemistry code47 using scalar-relati-
vistic DFT. Three xc-functionals were employed: BLYP,48,49

B3LYP50,51 and BHLYP.52 BLYP is a functional based on the
generalised gradient approximation (GGA), whereas B3LYP
and BHLYP are hybrid GGA functionals, incorporating 20%
and 50% of exact exchange, respectively. All optimisations
were performed using the def-SVP (Eu and Am) and def2-SVP
(H, C, N and O) basis sets of polarised double-z quality,53

which is referred to from here onwards as def(2)-SVP. Single-
point-energy calculations were performed at these optimised
geometries using the def(2)-TZVP basis sets of polarised triple-
z quality.53 All calculations were performed in the presence of
a water-like continuum solvent defined using the COSMO
model54 with the default radii rO = 1.72 Å, rC = 2.00 Å,
rN = 1.83 Å, rH = 1.30 Å, rEu = 2.22 Å, and rAm = 2.22 Å. Scalar
relativistic effects were accounted for by replacing Eu and
Am core electrons with the small-core pseudopotentials of
Dolg and co-workers:55–57 28 and 60 core electrons were
replaced, respectively. Topological and integrated properties
of the electron density were investigated with version 14 of the
AIMAll code.58

Fig. 1 N-donor ligands for An/Ln separation: BTP (1); BTBP (2); and
BTPhen (3). BTP and BTPhen (1 and 3) are considered in this study.
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During the analysis of the topological and integrative pro-
perties (Tables 3 and 4), DAm/Eu is taken as the percentage by
which a given metric is greater for Am over Eu, N(O) =
integrated electron density in atomic basin O, q(O) = total
charge of basin O, l(O) = localization index of basin O, �rBCP =
mean magnitude of the electron density at the M–N BCPs,
�d(O1,O2) = mean delocalisation index between atomic basins O1

and O2 and ð �r2rBCPÞ = mean Laplacian of r at the M–N BCPs.
B3LYP-derived values are given in parentheses. All values are in
atomic units (a.u.).

2.1 Structural characterisation

We have previously reported the structures of [Ln(H2O)9]3+ and
[Ln(BTP)3]3+ for Ln = Ce–Lu obtained using the BLYP, B3LYP
and BHLYP xc-functionals.10 For [Ln(H2O)9]3+, the B3LYP and
BHLYP functionals gave Ln–O bond lengths typically E0.01–
0.03 Å shorter than those obtained with BLYP, with a more
pronounced difference in the middle of the series (Gd–Dy);
additionally, BHLYP-derived [Eu(BTP)3]3+ bond lengths lay closer
to EXAFS literature values than those derived using B3LYP.
Similar functional differences were observed for Ln–N bond
lengths in [Ln(BTP)3]3+, with BLYP significantly overestimating
bond lengths for the middle of the series. High expectation values
of hS2i (in comparison to formal values) for these poor-quality
BLYP structures was indicative of significant spin contamination,
which the inclusion of exact exchange was found to significantly
reduce.10 These overestimated expectation values, along with
the poor performance of the BLYP functional when compared
to experimentally determined structural data, indicated that the
origin of this poor performance lay in the description of the
electronic structure of the Ln ion, leading us to focus only on
the electronic structures of the B3LYP and BHLYP-optimised
complexes. As such, throughout this paper, we report only results
obtained with the B3LYP and BHLYP functionals; due to
the performance when compared to similar experimental
systems10,31,32,34,38 and the production of better S2 values, the
primary focus of the discussion will be on BHLYP values.

For [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ and [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x]
(x = 3, 4) geometries were obtained through optimisation with
B3LYP and BHLYP. Additionally, in our previous study, bond
lengths were found to be typically E0.05 Å shorter in the
presence of a continuum aqueous solvent than in the gas
phase, and in better agreement with experimental values. For
this reason, we also employed the COSMO solvent model when
optimising the present complexes.

3 Results & discussion
3.1 Structure – [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+

Unlike the 3 : 1 complexes formed by the tridentate BTP ligands,
the larger tetradentate BTPhen ligand forms 2 : 1 complexes
with Eu and An ions.8 The [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2]3+ complex has a
coordination number of only 8 and can accommodate solvent
molecules to achieve a coordination number of 9 or 10.8 As the
ions to be separated by the SANEX process are maintained in a

nitric acid solution, we have here investigated the [Eu/Am-
(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ complex, which incorporates a bidentate
nitrate ligand, as reported for the [Ln(CyMe4-BTPhen)2-
(NO3)]2+ complexes isolated and characterised by Lewis et al.
(Ln = Eu) and Whittaker et al. (Ln = Pr, Eu, Tb, Yb) (Fig. 2).8,59

Average optimised M–N and M–Onitrate bond lengths for
[Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ are reported in Table 1.

The BHLYP- and B3LYP-calculated Eu–N bond lengths in
BTPhen are E0.03–0.05 Å longer than the mean [Eu(CyMe4-
BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ Eu–N bond lengths (2.587, 2.582 Å) reported
by Lewis et al.8 Additionally, it would appear that B3LYP is
overestimating M–N and underestimating M–O compared
to BHLYP.

As in the BTP complexes, the BHLYP- and B3LYP-calculated
bond lengths for the BTPhen complexes are similar, with at most a
0.02 Å difference. The Am–N bond lengths are E0.02 Å longer
than the Eu–N bond lengths in the BTPhen complexes, consistent
with the E0.03 Å Eu/Am–N bond length difference in the BTP
complexes and Eu/Am–N bond length differences seen in other
theoretical studies, for example that of Trumm et al. in 2015 in
which the bond lengths for thirteen Gd complexes were all 0.02–
0.05 Å shorter than their Cm analogues.60 Additionally, while the
M–N bond lengths in the BTPhen complexes are E0.03–0.04 Å

Fig. 2 BHLYP/def(2)-SVP optimised geometries of [Am(BTPhen)2-
(NO3)]2+.

Table 1 Average M–N and M–ON (M = Eu/Am) bond lengths of BHLYP//
def(2)-SVP- and B3LYP//def(2)-SVP-calculated [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+ (previous
work)10 and [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ geometries. B3LYP-derived values
are given in parentheses. All values are in angstroms (Å)

Complex %R(MN) %R(MON)

[Eu(BTP)3]3+ 2.57
(2.59)

[Am(BTP)3]3+ 2.60
(2.61)

[Eu(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ 2.61 2.55
(2.63) (2.55)

[Am(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ 2.63 2.60
(2.65) (2.58)
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longer than in the BTP complexes, the Eu–ON bond lengths are
0.03–0.05 Å shorter than the corresponding Am–ON bond lengths
in the BTPhen complexes.

3.2 Structure – [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4)

In our previous study, we compared the BTP and aqueous
complexes of Eu and Am. However, in the SANEX process, the
ions must be extracted from the nitric acid environment of
the PUREX raffinate. As such, we have optimised structures of
[Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes, to investigate
whether the separation ligands exhibit greater An affinity when
the ions are initially bound by nitrate ligands. In these com-
plexes the nitrate ligands were modelled in a bidentate coordi-
nation mode, which is more favourable than the monodentate
mode.61 Water was added in order to complete the first
coordination sphere, with hydration numbers of 3 and 4 chosen
to achieve coordination numbers of 9 and 10, matching the
coordination numbers of the BTP and BTPhen complexes,
respectively (Fig. 3). Average optimised M–ON and M–OW bond
lengths for the [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes are
reported in Table 2.

As in the BTP and BTPhen complexes, B3LYP-calculated bond
lengths are similar to those obtained with BHLYP, with at most
0.03 Å difference. In both the x = 3 and x = 4 complexes, the
average M–OW bond lengths are shorter than the M–ON bond
lengths, by E0.03–0.05 Å when x = 3 and up to 0.04 Å when x = 4.
Bond lengths are consistently longer by E0.03–0.07 Å when x = 4
than when x = 3, likely due to additional steric crowding caused by
the additional bound water. The bond lengths in the Eu complexes
are E0.03–0.05 Å shorter than their Am counterparts.

3.3 Eu vs. Am bonding in BTP and BTPhen complexes

To investigate the bonding character in the [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2

(NO3)]2+ and [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes, we have

again employed the QTAIM, which we have previously used to
investigate the bonding character in the [Eu/Am(H2O)9]3+ and
[Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+ complexes.10 These calculations were based on
single-point-energy calculations using a SARC all-electron basis
sets of polarised triple-zeta quality62–65 along with the second-
order Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamiltonian in order to account for
scalar relativistic effects; however, recently added functionality
in our chosen analysis software has allowed us to instead use
densities generated using the def(2)-TZVP basis sets, employing
effective core potentials (ECP) (Tables 3 and 4), which we also
employ when evaluating our reaction energies. For consistency
we have therefore repeated the analysis of the [Eu/Am(H2O)9]3+

and [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+ complexes with these densities. Compar-
ison of QTAIM values calculated utilising an ECP with those
determined using an all electron basis set10 produces only
small variations for the [Eu/Am(H2O)9]3+ and [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+

complexes; this similarity lends credence to both the appro-
priateness of the def(2)-TZVP//ECP model chemistry as well as
to the robust transferability of the QTAIM analysis.

QTAIM partitions a molecular system into a contiguous
space-filling set of atomic volumes bound by a zero flux surface
which satisfies the condition r r(r)�n(r) = 0, where r(r) is the
magnitude of the electron density at a point r and n(r) is a
vector normal to the surface at that point. Molecular structure
is revealed by critical points (CPs) in the electron density,
i.e. points in space at which the first derivatives of r vanish.
Two types of CPs are nuclear critical points (NCPs), which are
local maxima of r(r) at the atomic nuclei, and bond critical
points (BCPs), which lie at the points at which a minimum in
r(r) between nuclei coincides with the interatomic surface
defined by the zero-flux condition. Early characterisation of
chemical bonding in QTAIM focused on the concept by which a
bond path can be defined by two NCPs with a BCP situated on
the line of minimum r(r), and the properties of the electron
density at the BCP can be used to characterise the bonding
interaction; however, in recent years a number of molecules
have been presented in which a BCP and, as a result, a bond
path is missing between two bonded atoms, leading to the need
for refinement in QTAIM bond characterisation.66–68 Three
QTAIM metrics are typically used for this characterisation:69

the magnitude of the electron density, rBCP, the Laplacian of
the electron density,r2rBCP, and the energy density at the BCP,
HBCP. For a covalent interaction, a rule of thumb is that rBCP

Fig. 3 BHLYP/def(2)-SVP optimised geometries of [Am(NO3)3(H2O)x]
(x = 3 (A), 4 (B)).

Table 2 Average M–ON and M–OW bond lengths of BHLYP/def(2)-SVP
and B3LYP/def(2)-SVP calculated [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) geo-
metries. B3LYP-derived values are given in parentheses. All values are in
angstroms (Å)

Complex %R(MON) %R (MOW)

[Eu(NO3)3(H2O)3] 2.47 2.41
(2.48) (2.43)

[Am(NO3)3(H2O)3] 2.51 2.46
(2.51) (2.48)

[Eu(NO3)3(H2O)4] 2.51 2.47
(2.51) (2.50)

[Am(NO3)3(H2O)4] 2.54 2.52
(2.54) (2.54)
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is large and positive (40.2 a.u.), while r2rBCP and HBCP are
negative.

To enhance our ability to accurately characterise both exist-
ing bonds and their character, and to supplement this topo-
logical analysis, we also consider several integrated properties
of the electron density: the atomic charge (q(M)), the localisa-
tion (l(M)) and delocalisation (d(M,N)) indices70 due to their
relation to the interatomic exchange–correlation energy, and
the difference between the total electron density in the atomic
basin and the localisation index (N(M) � l(M)). Additionally,
we have discounted HBCP; as we have previously argued, HBCP

can be considered effectively equal to 0 in these complexes.10

Reported in Table 3 are the topological and integrated proper-
ties of [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ as well as those derived from
the repeated analysis of [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+ discussed above.

There is a slight excess of 0.04 (0.05) a.u. in the atomic
charge on the metal centres of the Eu complexes compared to
the Am complexes with both B3LYP and BHLYP; however, as we
have previously argued, the localisation indices are more
informative than q(M) with regard to bonding.71–73 The differ-
ence between the total electron density in the atomic basin and

the localisation index, N(M) � l(M), provides the number
of non-localised electrons in the atomic basin. D(N(M) �
l(M))vAm/Eu, the percentage by which N(M) � l(M) is greater
for the Am complexes over that of the Eu complexes, is
significant in both the BTP and BTPhen complexes – 18%
(21%) and 18% (19%), respectively.

For both the BTP and BTPhen complexes, the small values
of �rBCP and the positive values of their Laplacian indicate
that the metal–ligand interaction is predominantly ionic, as
would be expected. While M–N �rBCP values of the BTPhen
complexes are lower than those of the BTP complexes, the
lengths of the M–N bonds are longer in the BTPhen com-
plexes. Instead we can consider D�rAm/Eu, the percentage by
which the Am �rBCP values are larger than their Eu counter-
parts. Despite the Eu–N bond lengths being shorter than the
Am–N bond lengths, D�rAm/Eu is 7% (9%) for the BTP com-
plexes, while D�rAm/Eu for the BTPhen complexes is slightly
larger at 8% (10%). In the same way, we can consider D�dAm/Eu,
the percentage by which �d(Am, N) is greater than �d(Eu, N),
which is 17% (19%) for the BTP complexes and 19% (20%) for
the BTPhen complexes.

Table 3 Topological and integrated properties of BHLYP/def(2)-TZVP//BHLYP/def(2)-SVP and B3LYP/def(2)-TZVP//B3LYP/def(2)-SVP (parentheses)
calculated electron densities of [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+ and [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)2]2+

Complex q(M) %q(N) N(M) � l(M) �d(M,N) �rBCP(M–N) �r2rBCP M�Nð Þ

[Eu(BTP)3]3+ 2.29 �0.99 1.02 0.204 0.0422 0.131
(2.18) (�0.84) (1.12) (0.221) (0.0416) (0.122)

[Am(BTP)3]3+ 2.25 �0.98 1.21 0.240 0.0451 0.137
(2.13) (�0.84) (1.36) (0.264) (0.0453) (0.128)

DAm/Eu 18% 17% 7%
(21%) (19%) (9%)

[Eu(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ 2.31 �1.07 1.00 0.187 0.0386 0.121
(2.19) (�0.91) (1.12) (0.201) (0.0377) (0.112)

[Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ 2.27 �1.06 1.18 0.222 0.0417 0.128
(2.15) (�0.91) (1.33) (0.240) (0.0414) (0.120)

DAm/Eu 18% 19% 8%
(19%) (20%) (10%)

Table 4 Topological and integrated properties of BHLYP/def(2)-TZVP//BHLYP/def(2)-SVP and B3LYP/def(2)-TZVP//B3LYP/def(2)-SVP (parentheses)
calculated electron densities of [Eu/Am(H2O)9]3+ and [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4)

Complex q(M) %q(ON) %q(OW) N(M) � l(M) �d(M,O) �rBCP
�r2rBCP

[Eu(H2O)9]3+ 2.46 �1.27 0.91 0.196 0.0422 0.187
(2.37) (�1.20) (1.00) (0.213) (0.0440) (0.177)

[Am(H2O)9]3+ 2.45 �1.27 1.05 0.225 0.0455 0.188
(2.36) (�1.20) (1.14) (0.244) (0.0455) (0.178)

DAm/Eu 15% 15% 3%
(15%) (14%) (4%)

[Eu(H2O)3(NO3)3] 2.40 �0.67 �1.27 0.98 0.205 0.0470 0.185
(2.27) (�0.62) (�1.20) (1.09) (0.227) (0.0465) (0.172)

[Am(H2O)3(NO3)3] 2.38 �0.67 �1.27 1.12 0.234 0.0484 0.185
(2.25) (�0.62) (�1.20) (1.25) (0.259) (0.0485) (0.173)

DAm/Eu 14% 14% 3%
(14%) (14%) (4%)

[Eu(H2O)3(NO3)4] 2.41 �0.67 �1.26 0.96 0.182 0.0421 0.167
(2.28) (�0.62) (�1.20) (1.08) (0.213) (0.0440) (0.177)

[Am(H2O)3(NO3)4] 2.38 �0.67 �1.26 1.11 0.210 0.0438 0.170
(2.26) (�0.62) (�1.19) (1.24) (0.244) (0.0455) (0.178)

DAm/Eu 16% 15% 4%
(15%) (15%) (6%)
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Altogether, the QTAIM analysis of the BTP and BTPhen
complexes show a slightly greater difference in covalency for
the BTPhen complexes than seen in the BTP complexes. While
these percentages are small, we have previously reported a 4%
increase in the BHLYP-derived value of �rBCP for An (An = Am,
Cm) which is E3 standard deviations larger than the mean Ln
(Ln = Ce–Lu) value (corresponding B3LYP-derived �rBCP values
are 6% larger and 4% standard deviations from the mean Ln
value).10

3.4 Eu vs. Am bonding in aquo and nitrate complexes

We have previously argued that if covalent stabilisation of the
An–N bond plays a role in the actinide selectivity of BTP, and
hence BTPhen, complexes, then the difference in covalent
character between the An–N and Ln–N bonds should be
expected to be more pronounced than in the M–O bonds of
the aquo complexes.10 QTAIM analysis of the nona-aquo com-
plexes of Eu and Am confirmed that this was the case, with
D(N(M) � l(M))Am/Eu, D�rAm/Eu and D�dAm/Eu values which were
all lower than their equivalents in the BTP complexes.10 Here,
we extend this argument to the [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4)
complexes of Eu and Am, the topological and integrated proper-
ties for which are tabulated in Table 4, as well as the repeated
analysis of [Eu/Am(H2O)9]3+.

While N(M) � l(M), D�dAm/Eu, �rBCP and �r2rBCP values vary in
magnitude slightly between complexes, they are broadly simi-
lar, and the small values of �rBCP and positive �r2rBCP again
indicate an ionic metal–ligand interaction. Looking once more
at the percentage differences, D(N(M) � l(M))Am/Eu values are
14–16% (14–15%) for the nona-aquo and hydrated nitrate
complexes, compared to the 18% increase (19–21%) in the
BTP and BTPhen complexes; D�rAm/Eu values are 3–4% (4–6%)
compared to 7–8% (9–10%) and D�dAm/Eu values are 14–15%
(14–15%) compared to 17–19% (19–20%). Altogether, a trend in
the D(N(M) � l(M))Am/Eu values emerges, as follows:

[Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ 4 [Eu/Am(BTP)3]3+

4 [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)4] 4 [Eu/Am(H2O)9]3+

4 [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)3] (1)

However, the differences in these values between the nona-
aquo and the hydrated nitrate complexes is even more slight
than the differences between the BTP and BTPhen complexes.
This would suggest that the presence of a harder (oxygen) or
softer (nitrogen) coordinating atom may have a more signifi-
cant effect on the character of the bonds in question. Never-
theless, we observe a weaker increase in covalent bonding
character in the nona-aquo complexes and both hydrated
nitrate complexes than in the BTP and BTPhen complexes.

3.5 Stabilities of BTP and BTPhen complexes relative to aquo
and hydrated trinitrate complexes

BHLYP/def(2)-TZVP single-point energy calculations were per-
formed at BHLYP/def(2)-SVP optimised geometries. Results
from these calculations were used to calculate self-consistent-
field (SCF) energies of the exchange reactions (1–7), tabulated
in Table 5. To investigate the stability of the BTP complexes of
Am over Eu analogues, we have previously considered the
exchange reaction (1) (Table 5). To more accurately reflect the
conditions of the separation process, here we also consider the
exchange reactions (2) and (3), which replace the nona-aquo
complexes in eqn (1) with M[(H2O)3(NO3)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes.
Further, to investigate the stability of the BTPhen complexes of
Am over Eu, we also consider the exchange reactions (4–6), as
well as an exchange reaction between the BTP and BTPhen
complexes, reaction (7).

As we have stated previously, the reaction energies required
to give significant separation factors are not large; an energy
difference of 0.12 eV corresponds to a separation factor of 100,
or a 99% separation of species.74 In our previous study we
reported Er values of �0.01 eV (�0.05 eV) for reaction (1). Here
we report that when [Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] replaces the aqueous
complexes in reaction (1) (reactions (2) and (3)), the reaction
energy is shifted in favour of the formation of the actinide BTP
complex, to �0.09 eV when x = 3 and �0.03 eV when x = 4,
although it is worth noting that the B3LYP-derived reaction
energies shift in the opposite direction, by 0.01 when x = 3 and
by 0.07 when x = 4, leading to a positive reaction energy
for the latter (0.02 eV). With these opposing trends in mind,

Table 5 SCF energies of reactions (1–7), calculated using the BHLYP/def(2)-TZVP//BHLYP/def(2)-SVP and B3LYP/def(2)-TZVP//BHLYP/def(2)-SVP
model chemistries. B3LYP-derived values are given in parentheses

Reaction Er (eV)

(1) [Eu(BTP)3]3+ + [Am(H2O)9]3+ - [Eu(H2O)9]3+ + [Am(BTP)3]3+ �0.01
(�0.05)

(2) [Eu(BTP)3]3+ + [Am(NO3)3(H2O)3] - [Eu(NO3)3(H2O)3] + [Am(BTP)3]3+ �0.09
(�0.04)

(3) [Eu(BTP)3]3+ + [Am(NO3)3(H2O)4] - [Eu(NO3)3(H2O)4] + [Am(BTP)3]3+ �0.03
(0.02)

(4) [Eu(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ + [Am(H2O)9]3+ - [Eu(H2O)9]3+ + [Am(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ �0.19
(�0.22)

(5) [Eu(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ + [Am(NO3)3(H2O)3] - [Eu(NO3)3(H2O)3] + [Am(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ �0.26
(�0.21)

(6) [Eu(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ + [Am(NO3)3(H2O)4] - [Eu(NO3)3(H2O)4] + [Am(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ �0.21
(�0.14)

(7) [Eu(BTP)3]3+ + [Am(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ - [Eu(BTPhen)2NO3]2+ + [Am(BTP)3]3+ �0.17
(�0.17)
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consideration should be given to BHLYP which presents more
accurate structural metrics than the equivalent B3LYP calculations;
when considering reaction energies of the scale shown here, these
small geometric deviations can explain the discrepancy in trends
observed.

Most notably, when the separation ligand is BTPhen instead
of BTP, the reaction energy is shifted in favour of the actinide
by 0.17 eV (with both B3LYP and BHLYP), as seen in reaction (7).
While the reaction energy for the BTP ligand is evident of weak
selectivity, those of the BTPhen ligand are much higher. This is in
accordance to experimental results, which show a much larger
separation factor for the BTPhen ligand than BTP,75–78 as well as
our QTAIM analysis, which shows a slightly greater difference in
covalency for the BTPhen complexes than seen in the BTP com-
plexes. The same shifts in reaction energy are observed for when
[Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] replaces the aqueous complexes in reaction
(4), although unlike the BTP ligand all B3LYP derived reaction
energies are in favour of the actinide. A potential cause for this
could be that the shift in favour of the lanthanide is outweighed by
the greater selectivity of the BTPhen ligand.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated the stability and bonding
nature of the separation ligands BTP and BTPhen with EuIII and
AmIII, performing QTAIM analysis on DFT-optimised electron
densities of [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ with BHLYP/def(2)-TZVP//
BHLYP/def(2)-SVP and B3LYP/def(2)-TZVP//B3LYP/def(2)-SVP
model chemistries. This analysis has revealed an increased
covalent bonding character for the Am complexes of BTPhen
over Eu which was slightly more than the increase seen for the
BTP complexes. Additionally, exchange reaction energies for the
BTPhen ligand utilising nona-aquo complexes as a reference show
evidence for stronger selectivity of the BTPhen ligand for Am over
Eu than the BTP ligand by E0.17 eV at the SCF level.

The values presented within this work suggest that while
differences in covalent character may present a partial explana-
tion for the trends in selectivity, it cannot account for the full
picture; instead, it is suggested that structural differences also
represent a significant factor. There is a 0.04 Å increase in the
Eu–N bond of [Eu(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+ when compared to the equiva-
lent BTP complex while Am–N bond lengths for the same com-
plexes only show a 0.03 Å increase. In comparison the 0.02 Å
difference Eu–N and Am–N bonds of the [Eu/Am(BTPhen)2(NO3)]2+

complexes can be contrasted to a significantly larger 0.05 Å
difference in the Eu/Am–ON bonds; these observations suggest
that the stronger Eu–nitrate interactions may act to weaken the
corresponding Eu–BTPhen interactions, which in turn acts to
promote the stability of the Am–BTPhen complex.

As these ligands were designed to operate in Z1 M nitric
acid solutions, we have also performed this same analysis on
[Eu/Am(NO3)3(H2O)x] (x = 3, 4) complexes as a better reference
than the nona-aquo complexes. QTAIM analysis revealed only
slight differences in any increased covalent bonding character
for Am over Eu between these hydrated nitrate complexes (for

both x = 3 and 4) and the nona-aquo complexes. However,
BHLYP-derived exchange reaction energies using the hydrated
nitrates as a reference shift in favour of the actinide for both
BTP and BTPhen.

Recent work in the field of Ln/An separation via solvent
extraction has investigated how functionalisation effects the
selectivity of the BTPhen ligand.79–83

We find that the increase in covalent bonding character for
the BTPhen complex of Am over that of Eu is slightly greater
than that seen for the BTP complexes, reaction energies which
show the BTPhen ligand to be more actinide-selective than BTP,
and that when the nona-aquo complexes previously used to
calculate Eu 2 Am exchange reaction energies are replaced
with hydrated nitrate complexes the reaction energies shift
further in favour of the An species.

While this increase in An covalent character from BTP to
BTPhen complexes readily explains the differences in the
exchange reaction energies (Table 5), that alone fails to fully
describe the exceptionally high separation factor observed
through experiment, given the small relative difference in
exchange energy on the overall thermodynamics of the system.
There are a number of possibilities through which the extent of
this separation factor may be explained: while having minimal
effect on the relative exchange energy, these values fail to take
into account the dissociative barriers involved in the removal of
each ligand from the relative An and Ln complexes; addition-
ally, while the relative stabilities of each complex are assessed
here in their completely coordinated states (M(BTP)3

3+ and
M(BTPhen)2NO3

2+), the intermediate structures have yet to be
investigated in terms of their relative properties. In addition to
the findings presented here, filling in a piece of the overall
puzzle, the questions raised in turn warrant further, and
dedicated investigation to better shed light on the full picture.

In parallel, given the results presented in this work, further
investigation into the effect of functionalisation of the BTPhen
ligands84 has on both exchange reaction and QTAIM based
measure, such as the recently investigated substitution at the
5,6- and 4,7-positions of the 1,10-phenanthroline moiety,85,86 is
warranted.
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